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OBJECTIVES OF THE SESSION

- Describe the strategies that Vermont has used to align the implementation and evaluation of their Part B SSIP and SPDG.
- Discuss considerations for alignment of data collection across initiatives (SSIP, SPDG, SWIFT).
STATE CONTEXT: ALIGNMENT OF SPDG • SSIP • SWIFT

- **SiMR is**...Improving **math** proficiency for students with **ED** in grades 3, 4 and 5.
- **SPDG focus is**...MTSS literacy, **math & behavior** K-8
- **Structures for PD** delivery at state and local level
- Consistent application of **implementation science** for SSIP, SPDG & SWIFT
- **Systems Coaching** as Technical Assistance Delivery Model
STATE IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

• **Variance in data** collection across sites (SPDG, SSIP, SWIFT)

• **Multiple evidence-based practices** being implemented at sites
  - **SPDG** MTSS – Implementation Rubrics, Data-to-Action Plan, Math Edcamp, PBIS, Literacy through Vermont Reads
  - **SSIP** – Math Edcamp, CLASS observation, Trauma-informed environments
  - **SWIFT** – SWIFT specific tools (e.g., FIT)
EVALUATION ALIGNMENT: SSIP & SPDG

SSIP Logic model uses language from MTSS Field Guide (SPDG)

SSIP Evaluation & Data Collection Plan includes data sources used in SPDG and SWIFT
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS: STREAMLINING & CONSIDERATIONS

Common instruments for data collection

➢ PD Session Evaluation Survey Items: Pre/Post Knowledge Assessment
➢ PBIS Instruments/Resources: Self Assessments, Fidelity Inventory
➢ MTSS Resources: Data2Action Plans
DATA COLLECTION: STREAMLINING & CONSIDERATIONS

- Needs for **unique** data collection methods
- Balancing needs with **amount of data** collection activities
- Making **multiple requests** for input from the same stakeholders
- Potential for describing a **total picture** of improvement at state level
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Are you aligning your SPDG with other initiatives? If so, which ones? What does the alignment look like?

Do you use evaluation information collected to inform other initiatives? If so, how and with what effect?
CONTACT INFORMATION

Pat Mueller: pat@eecvt.com
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